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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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1. Introduction

Interpolation of CNC toolpaths using Finite Impulse

Response (FIR) filtering has been proven a computationally

efficient method of trajectory generation. Existing FIR based

methods use direct convolution in the discrete domain to filter

reference commands and generate smooth feed drive reference

trajectories. Within these methods, the FIR filter time constant,

which determines the kinematic properties of the reference

signal, is calculated from the maximum commanded feedrate

set by the part program. Therefore, for toolpaths with varying

feedrate commands (such as feedrate scheduled toolpaths),

the FIR filter is sub-optimal for all but the maximum feedrate

commands leading to slower drive responses and longer

overall machining cycle times. One method to overcome this

limitation is to use On-The-Fly (OTF) interpolation and change

the kinematic properties of the reference signal online. OTF

interpolation optimises the reference signal for each change in

feedrate along the toolpath and reduces the overall machining

cycle time. Optimising the kinematics throughout the toolpath

requires changing the FIR filter time constant online. However,

this imposes significant computational and practical imple-

mentation challenges. To date, all FIR-based filtering methods

use the same FIR filter time constants throughout the toolpath

and interpolate using direct convolution of a single input

signal with the FIR filter [10, 4, 3, 7]. Using methods from

real-time audio processing [1] we address the implementation

challenges twofold by 1) presenting a method of adapting the

FIR filter time constants online and 2) significantly improving

the computational speed of the NC interpolation.

By segmenting each cutter location (CL)-line of the G-code,

the input signals can be split and filtered separately by an opti-

mised FIR filter followed by signal reconstruction to form the

full smoothed reference signals. The segmented filtering can be

achieved either by direct convolution or via frequency domain

methods. The convolution theorem states that multiplication in

the frequency domain is equivalent to convolution in the time

domain [6], and as such the use of Fast Fourier Transforms

(FFTs) can offer greater performance computationally for real-

time Numerical Control (NC) interpolation. The advantages

of fast FFT convolution are seen when the original signals are

long and subsequently segmented into smaller blocks. This

is the case for circular convolution using the block transform

method. The segmented filtered output signals are concatenated

with an overlapped section where the values are added, this is

termed Overlap-Add (OLA) signal reconstruction [6][1]. The

result is the linear interpolation of the original input signal.
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Unlike previous research [12][9], no single continuous pulse

train signals are generated and subsequently filtered. The CL-

blocks are individually filtered using frequency domain meth-

ods and converted back into the time domain. The OLA method

of signal reconstruction is used to control the cornering fee-

drates which in turn are used to control the tool centre point

(TCP) blending tolerances. The FIR filter is designed separately

for each individual CL command and this provides on-the-fly

filtering to optimise acceleration and jerk, resulting in a reduced

machining cycle time compared to standard FIR based filtering.

In this paper, we propose FFT based convolution as a compu-

tationally efficient method interpolating NC toolpaths whilst si-

multaneously handling kinematic and tolerance constraints.

2. Application to CNC Interpolation

This research implements the circular convolution (block

transform) method to linearly interpolate each individual

velocity pulse separately and reconstruct the final input signal

from the convolved parts. The block transform method applied

to CNC interpolation is presented in the following sections for

point-to-point (P2P) and non-stop continuous TCP motion.

Fig. 1. Kinematic profiles generated by FIR filtering

A P2P linear G01 move commands the tool motion from the

starting TCP position Ps =



Ps,x, Ps,y, Ps,z

T
to the final TCP

position defined by Pe. In 3-axis machining the machining fee-

drate F is defined as the linear speed of the TCP. For each G01

command denoted by subscript i, where i = [1, ...,NG01] and

NG01 is the number of G01 commands, the segmented input sig-

nals ui[n] are represented by a vector of discrete feedrate values

Fi:

ui[n] = [Fi, Fi, Fi, . . . , Fi] , (1)

where ui[n] ∈ R
1xNv,i , Nv,i = Tv,i/Ts, Tv,i = Li/Fi and Li =





Pe,i − Ps,i







2
.

By interpolating feedrate signals using FIR-based interpola-

tion, it has been shown that filtering the input signal 3 times

using matching FIR filter time constants the filter response ap-

proaches that from a Gaussian filter [12] as shown in Fig.1. The

FIR filter time constant is derived analytically from either feed

drive acceleration or jerk limit. The FIR filter signal hi[n] is

constructed as:

hi[n] =
1

N f ,i

[1, 1, 1, . . . , 1] , (2)

where hi[n] ∈ R
1xN f ,i , N f ,i = TTCP,i/Ts, Ts is the interpolation

sampling time and

TTCP,i = max
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4Amax
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Jmax
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. (3)

It is therefore hi(n) which controls the kinematic properties

of the final interpolated signal based on TTCP,i. Which, unlike

in previous research where a single TTCP was applied globally

to the whole convolution operation based on a worst case fee-

drate, TTCP,i is now selected independently for each individual

G01 command based on the segment feedrate Fi. Therefore

each individual G01 response is optimised to ensure the

maximum kinematic performance. This allows ”On-The-Fly”

(OTF) filtering to change the machine tool kinematic response

throughout the toolpath in real-time.

Next, in order to conduct FFT operations the segmented

input signals ui(n) and FIR filter response vectors hi(n) are

each padded with zeros to length Mi to prevent aliasing [5]

when using overlap-add convolution. As a minimum, Mi =

Nv,i+3N f ,i−1, which covers the entire G01 travel length. How-

ever for computational efficiency, the length Mi should equal

a power of 2 (Mi = 2x, where x = ceiling(log2(Nv,i + 3N f ,i)),

and account for the FIR filter to be applied 3 times to the input

signal to generate a smooth C3 continuous velocity signal.

ui,zp[n] = [[Fi, Fi, Fi, . . . , Fi], [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0]] , (4)

2
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Fig. 2. FFT-based interpolation method applied to a single CL-line

hi,zp[n] =
1

N f ,i

[[1, 1, 1, . . . , 1], [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0]] , (5)

where subscript zp denotes a zero padded vector.

The zero padded input signal ui,zp[n] and impulse response

signal hi,zp[n] are transformed using Mi-point Discrete FFTs:

ui[k] = FFTMi

(

ui,zp[n]
)

, (6)

hi[k] = FFTMi

(

hi,zp[n]
)

. (7)

First, the impulse response hi[k] is multiplied 3 times in the

frequency domain to achieve the equivalent 3 filter convolution:

h′i[k] = hi[k] · hi[k] · hi[k], (8)

where h′
i
[k] represents the triple FIR filter. Next h′

i
[k] and ui[k]

are multiplied in the frequency domain to achieve convolution:

yi[k] = h′i[k] · ui[k]. (9)

Finally, an Mi-point inverse FFT is applied to yi[k] to gener-

ate the convolved segmented signal in the discrete time domain:

yi[n] = IFFTMi
(yi[k]) , (10)

where yi[n] ∈ R
1xMi . The resulting output signal yi(n) has

been extended to Mi when compared to the segmented input

signal ui[n] of length Nv,i. Only the first Nv,i + 3N f ,i values of

the segmented signals are utilised in the signal reconstruction,

therefore the segmented output signals are truncated and the

remaining values (all zeros) are discarded. Finally, smoothed

segmented velocity signal (10) is integrated to generate the

interpolated position command. For P2P motion the individual

position signals are concatenated end to end to generate the

final reconstructed output signal. The end to end reconstruction

generates an instantaneous stop at the start and end of each

CL-line resulting in P2P motion.

Continuous TCP motion is achieved when the individual

output signals are concatenated with an overlap to yield the final

reconstructed output signal [11]. In traditional OLA methods of

signal reconstruction the final 3N f ,i −1 values of the output sig-

nal yi[n] would be added to the first 3N f ,i − 1 values of the next

output signal yi+1[n], hence the term ”overlap-add”. The over-

lap can be used as a method of constraining TCP contouring

errors by controlling the cornering feedrates between two suc-

cessive CL-lines. The overlap is analytically determined based

on consecutive feedrates, FIR filter time constants (set to satisfy

acceleration and jerk limits) and TCP blending tolerance (and

tool orientation blending tolerance in 5-axis machining). The

generalised reconstructed reference signals are denoted by:

y′(n) = y′i(n)

To,i
⋂

y′i+1(n)

To,i+1
⋂

y′i+2(n)... y′NG01
(n), (11)

where
To,i
⋂

represents the overlap of To,i between adjacent seg-

ments during signal reconstruction.

To demonstrate the proposed method a simple corner

motion commanded by the G-code given in Fig.3 is generated

by OTF FIR interpolation and compared with standard FIR

interpolation. The individual velocity vectors are defined by

(1), the interpolated velocity profiles are generated using

(10) and reconstructed using (11). The overlap time To is

calculated analytically to satisfy the user defined TCP tolerance

3
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constraint εTCP. The overlap time is a function of commanded

feedrates Fi, drive kinematic constraints (acceleration and/or

jerk limits), cornering angle θTCP and tolerance εTCP [11].

Note, the toolpath is commanded at 2 different feedrates,

therefore, for the OTF method each motion is kinematically

optimised (velocity and acceleration profiles shown in Figs.3c

and d respectively). The adaptive FIR filter time constant (3)

is shown in Fig.3d. The overall cycle time for the standard

method is 0.603s compared with 0.589 for the OTF method,

which is a 2.32% reduction in cycle time. Further cycle time

reductions are witnessed in full toolpaths. Finally, integration

of the smoothed axis velocity profiles results in the interpolated

TCP trajectory which satisfies TCP tolerance as presented in

Fig.3a.

In practical implementation, the interpolated position refer-

ence signals are generated and then sent to the motion control

system, therefore any locally applied feed overrides would be-

have as standard and change the TCP feedrate as commanded

by the operator.

3. Illustrative Case Studies

This section presents two case studies to demonstrate the

computational efficacy of the FFT based OTF interpolation

method. Each of the 2 case study toolpaths were interpolated

103 times to determine the average computation speeds.

3.1. 5-Axis Spiral Semi-Finishing Toolpath

The first case study is based on a highly discritised 5-axis

spiral toolpath as shown in Fig.4. The toolpath is commanded

at 2000mm/min and composed of 6919 G01 commands where

the average CL-line is 1.28 mm in length. The toolpath is in-

terpolated on-the-fly using 3 different methods. The first uses

segmented direct convolution implemented through difference

equations, the second uses FFT based convolution, and the final

method once again uses FFT convolution but with optimised

input lengths. The computations were conducted on a 64-bit In-

tel(R) Xenon(R) 3.00GHz CPU. Table 1 shows the results from

case study 1 and Figure 5 shows the resulting average compu-

tation times throughout the toolpath for each CL.

Inspecting Table 1, the mean computation time per output

for the direct convolution method implemented via difference

equations is 3.5×10−6 seconds. The two FFT methods are 3.7×

10−7 and 3.4 × 10−8 seconds, corresponding to a 9.3 and 10.2

times improvement for the FFT and optimised FFT methods

respectively.

3.2. 3-Axis Roughing Toolpath

The second case study is based on a coarsely discritised 3-

axis roughing toolpath to show the impact of CL discritisation

on the interpolation process. The roughing toolpath is shown

in Fig.6. The toolpath is commanded at 3000mm/min and is

made up of 167 G01 commands averaging 112.3mm in length.

Fig. 3. Interpolated and commanded TCP Position, kinematic profiles and FIR

filter time constants for standard and OTF FIR interpolation

Table 1. Comparison of Computational Cost of Convolution Method for 5-Axis

Finishing Spiral Toolpath.

Convolution Method Mean Time Per Output (s) Improvement (x times)

DC - Difference Equation 3.5 × 10−6

FFT, Mi = Nv,i + 3N f ,i − 1 3.7 × 10−7 9.3

FFT, Mi = 2x 3.4 × 10−7 10.2

From Table 2, the mean computation time per output for the di-

rect convolution method implemented via difference equations

is 5.0 × 10−6 seconds. The two FFT methods are 8.2 × 10−7

and 2.4 × 10−7 seconds, corresponding to a 6.1 and 10.6 times

4
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Fig. 4. Illustrative Case Study: Spiral Toolpath TCP Trajectory

Fig. 5. Spiral toolpath - computation times

improvement for the FFT and optimised FFT methods respec-

tively.

Fig. 6. Illustrative Case Study: Roughing Toolpath TCP Trajectory

Table 2. Comparison of Computational Cost of Convolution Method for 3-Axis

Roughing Toolpath.

Convolution Method Mean Time Per Output (s) Improvement (x times)

DC - Difference Equation 5.0 × 10−6 -

FFT, Mi = Nv,i + 3N f ,i − 1 8.2 × 10−7 6.1

FFT, Mi = 2x 2.4 × 10−7 10.6.

4. Discussion

As demonstrated in section 3 there are significant advantages

to using frequency domain methods for NC interpolation when

compared to the difference equation implementation. Further

advantages are gained when optimising the input lengths to base

2 integers. For short signals where Mi < 64 direct convolution

offers faster implementation than FFT methods. However, for

Mi > 64, FFT based convolution offers a significant computa-

tional advantage due to the efficiency of the Cooley-Tukey FFT

algorithm [2] when calculating DFTs resulting in fewer calcu-

lations [8]. In fact, the computational cost of direct convolution

using difference equations scales to O
(

M2
i

)

compared to the

FFT method when Mi is a power of 2 scales to O
(

Mi log2 Mi

)

.

As interpolator clock cycles become faster it is important

to note that the lengths of input and filter signals will increase

accordingly. Therefore implementing computational efficient

methods of NC interpolation is vital.

5. Conclusions

Until recently, published research in FIR based NC interpo-

lation has not considered adapting the FIR filter time constant

throughout the toolpath. Newly introduced On-The-Fly meth-

ods can optimise the kinematic properties of the tool motion

for the whole toolpath rather than based on a worst case fee-

drate scenario. This paper has proposed a novel method of OTF

interpolation which also addresses the real-time computational

cost of the algorithm. The main findings of the work are:

• On-The-Fly interpolation of NC toolpaths can be con-

ducted by segmenting input signals and individually lin-

early interpolating each CL-line using convolution in the

frequency domain.

• FFT based methods of convolution demonstrate signifi-

cantly faster computational times per interpolated output

than direct convolution methods.

• FFT based methods can be further optimised to reduce

time of computation by selecting input and filter lengths

to match exponential to the base 2 whole numbers.

Further work will investigate the frequency domain ap-

proach to locally control the frequency spectrum of the inter-

polated position reference commands.
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